
Do you use sit to stand in your own practice and/or your lessons? If so how? What

are your goals? Do you vary foot position, speed, or other elements? Do you have

specific reasons for these variations? When sit to stand is going well what do you

notice? When it is not going well what do you notice? FM was quoted as saying that

chair work was not about getting out of a chair in a specific way. What does that

mean to you? Based on Tim's classification from the previous webinar, would you

say that sit to stand is more about teaching posture, movement, or balance, or is it

an equal combination of all three, or is it about something completely different?

Please use as little AT jargon as possible.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I primarily use sit to stand when teaching AT; probably out of habit but it offers a variety of

movement/balance options to play with. My primary goal is work on myself but beyond that

have the student notice where they are (improve self awareness). No two trips look exactly the

same, variation is based on what I perceive as potentially helpful for the student in the moment.

Sit-to-stand, to me, is mostly about balance in posture/movement. I'm not teaching a

movement, that becomes habitual fast. In fact I often go slow enough to eliminate momentum

and focus on the balance aspect. The main aspect that involves movement is the initiation of

movement, the stimulus-response/inhibition game, and perhaps the occasional reminder of

possibilities other than sagittal movement.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I use sit to stand quite a lot in both my personal practice and my teaching. In many ways, it is at

the core of my work – both in terms of time spent and as lens or window into the entirety of the

technique for both myself and my students. I will clarify at this point that in terms of my own

practice and for the purposes of this essay, I am including both monkey (which I am increasingly

working to refer to as semi-squat in an effort to avoid a term that might very well be off-putting

to Black and Brown students) and hands on the back of the chair. I’ll elaborate a bit on this

below.

My chief aim in using chair work with students is to help them develop the skills of awareness,

inhibition, and direction. Developing on the work we have done so far in this course, I would say

that chair work provides an opportunity to explore and apply awareness, inhibition, and

direction to posture, movement, and balance. At all times, however, I endeavor to engage the

student’s thinking – as a way of helping them develop agency in their own growth and as a way

of shifting attention away from the idea that the work is about learning how to sit or stand

correctly, or how to improve posture. Even with students who are motivated by a desire to

ease/eliminate pain, I do my best to stay focused on thinking and process.

In terms of variations, I would say that I most often vary the speed of the activity. I pause

students – especially newer students – a lot. At the same time, depending on how the lesson is

going, I can as readily move students quite quickly (especially if their response to increased

awareness/thinking leads them to stiffening). I will occasionally vary the height of the chair, or

use a stool instead of a chair (sometimes asking them to straddle the stool rather than stand in

front of it). Sometimes I vary their foot position – most often with newer students – usually by

asking them to bring one foot under the seat of the chair (even if the heel comes off the floor),



bringing the base of support closer to their center of mass, lessening the need for a pivot/hinge

in order to rise from the chair. Conversely, I will occasionally challenge more experienced

students by asking them to move their feet further away, creating the need for a deeper pivot

and asking them to engage their directions more.

I use chair work to introduce monkey/semi-squat, and also as a precursor to working on daily

activities. Pausing the student on the way to or from the chair, we first explore the position itself

and the relevant directions. I then spend time exploring the relationship of the arms to the torso

and guiding their hands and arms through various movements. Over time, we gradually take a

shallower and shallower semi-squat and begin to work on things like chopping veggies, washing

dishes, etc.

When chair work is going well, I notice more flow in my student and I am more aware of and in

tune with the changes in their use as they occur. When it’s not going well, I tend to be more

aware of myself, and of my agenda for the student – what I’m trying to teach them or how I am

trying to change them.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I’m writing here about StS mostly from the point of view of hands-off guidance.

Sit-to-stand is, the way I’m seeing it as I write, a kind of container for all the principles of the

Technique. It involves posture, movement, balance, and those things we’re not to name, such as

endgaining, inhibition, re-education… and that’s how I use it in my own practice and pedagogy.

Patrick and Tim seem to have caught much of it all in the lectures and 2016 article, including the

element of exploration and fun, in the latter.

I would like to find out more about the role of the head. In my work, I send/direct the head from

where it is just before lift-off, to the standing height space above the feet. The trajectory of the

head is a diagonal, rather than a curve. The head takes the shortest route from A to B, much as I

think it does when a teacher uses hands to guide the pupil’s head. I don’t think this is mentioned

in your work. Apologies if it is.

So, what’s this about? Energy efficiency, good biomechanics (less wear and tear on joints and

internal organs, smoothness, non-habituality. How does it happen? You have to intend the head

to do this. But in terms of physics, is it some increase in momentum towards a particular

direction? It’s more of a challenge in terms of gravity, isn’t it? But in neuromuscular terms, does

the intention perhaps elicit a ‘better’ response in terms of matching, from the extensors? For

sure it requires not starting with, or eliciting flexor activity. Would love to know what you think.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I use sit-to-stand in my own practice: doing it as part of life, I think I am pretty much always

aware that I am about to do it, how I do it, and currently, use a pause after most incidences of iit.

So I could be a little pretentious about it and say it is a core AT practice. I play with it, as it's

actually kind of combined now, I think, with mindfulness, so it's mostly a little chance just to be

aware of where I am, where parts of me are in relation to other parts, and whether there is any

contraction that doesn't need to be going on. I may ask 'what's that about?' if there is. I vary foot

postion , speed to suit the circumstances or simply for fun!. I'm sure there is more to find out

about this 'simple' act, but have confidence in my understanding of it and in the pp system, to let

it work. That's part of the fun. So, if I get somewhere in the chair near the edge, have my feet

pretty much as far back as possible, maybe one further back, even with one heel off the ground,



and have the clear intention to send the head from where it is to standing height above my feet.

Then as often as possible, I just pause there, with simple, wide 'choiceless' awareness, before

moving off. Amazing how simple and powerful this it, in terms of maintaining clarity, calm and

gatheredness of the whole system.

I've developed that as a practice through online teaching, of both pupils and teacher

development work. I take both through the same procedure and it seems to have positive impact

e.g. when they go on to take a step, they have a different sense of calm and balance. I usually

suggest people notice what is like to be standing now,, how it is different from how it was in

sitting (e.g. where is the contact and support?)

It's not about getting out in a specific way, in the sense that I/pupils are intending to think it

through afresh each time, so coming off autopilot. But, it is used as a chance to see how the

system responds to intention, if the intention is to set it up well biomechanically, which is pretty

much as you both lay out - with a little bit of coming forward from free hip joints, keeping the leg

muscles uncontracted, but with that little extra of 'putting' the head up over the feet. In doing

this, we get to see how the pp mechanism does this, smoothly, if we don't add in inappropriate

tension.

So, it requires stopping/pausing when we realise we are about to do it, setting it up, and allowing

it to happen. In that way, it includes posture (the setting up) balance (the change on the sitting

bones as the torso comes forward) and movement, then back to posture and balance again. It's a

practice in recognising habit and doing nothing (noticing that urge just to stand up, and not

responding to it), and in conscious intention to place bit of the self in a particular

place/direction.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sit to stand helps us identify patterns and habits of movement. It is like a microcosm for

movement. It provides a useful way to practice pausing, thinking a choosing before making an

everyday moment. It is also a good way to introduce functional squatting into our movement

repertoire. I will explain to new students that I’m not teaching them how to sit and stand

properly, but that the stool (or chair) is a learning tool.

I really like adding lots variety in sit to stand, eg foot position, speed, a little turning, direction of

gaze, awareness of the environment, also what the arms and hands are doing (it’s fun to stand

up as if greeting a good friend who has just walked into the room). It helps us avoid getting fixed

or robotic, and especially to avoid any notion that there is a correct AT way to sit and stand. If a

student has a musculoskeletal issue, is differently abled, or has an injury, it is really important to

offer them a movement option that works well for them.

When it is going well I will often notice a pleasure, or contentment in the movement, usually

when it is going less well the student is trying too hard, or even trying too hard to not try hard

(to get it right).

I agree that chair work is not about getting out of a chair in a specific way (I prefer to use a

stool), it’s about learning the AT, the first paragraph explains what I think it is about, yet we do

have the added bonus of getting off of furniture in an advantageous manner!



I think with sit to stand (and stand to sit) we are teaching mind and body integrative ways of

moving, and that movement involves a lot of awareness of balance, but we are not teaching

posture, hopefully posture will improve as a result, as will balance.

Movement: we teach

Balance: we bring awareness to

Posture: improves (usually)

I once had a tai chi teacher who suggested we fixed our gaze in a stationary point in order to stop

ourselves wobbling when stood on one leg - ouch, I did not do that more than once. In another

class, the Pilates teacher taught us to accept the wobble when stood on one leg, that wobbling is

good. That illustrates for me the difference between teaching balance and teaching us to be

aware of balance.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sit to stand is moving from a seated posture to a standing posture. To return to the seat the

movement is from standing to sitting. Both of these are used in my AT lessons. As a student I am

not at the stage of teaching someone else so the descriptions in this essay are from my

experience in lessons.

I shall begin with my understanding of sitting, standing and the movement between and what

can influence this movement from a space/environment point of view.

It is impossible to teach sit to stand to sit without teaching posture, movement and balance. If

the arrangement of the body parts in the positions of sitting and standing are not good postures,

with the postural mechanisms working to maintain them, then the movement between them

doesn’t have a good basis from which to begin and will, therefore, be compromised. The

movement (changing the arrangement of body parts) between sitting and standing postures also

requires both the movement and balance mechanisms to work effectively to achieve the change

in position whilst maintaining the centre of gravity over the base of support.

• Sitting :-

o Base of support /supporting surface – larger

the seat under the bottom

the feet on the floor

the back of the chair – depending on the chair and whether the person is using this

surface

the arms of the chair – depending on the chair and whether the person is using this

surface

o Centre of gravity

lower in space

behind the feet

• Standing:-

o Base of support /supporting surface – smaller

Feet on the floor

o Centre of gravity

higher in space

over the feet

• Movement:-



o Sit to stand

Larger base/more support to smaller base/less support

Centre of gravity moves forwards and up to maintain balance over base of support

Moving against gravity

o Stand to sit

Smaller base/less support to larger base/more support

Centre of gravity moves down and then backwards so that balance is maintained over the

base of support

Moving with gravity

The way a person moves between these two positions is also influenced by:-

• Type of chair

o Dimensions – height, width, depth

o Seat – angle, shape, texture

o Firmness – soft, hard

• Floor surface

o Firmness – soft, hard

o Flat/uneven

o Slippy/grippy

If the chair is too high it may be difficult to place the feet on the floor and, therefore, there is a

moment of greatly reduced base of support during the movement, before the feet are properly on

the floor, as the centre of gravity/weight transfers forwards from the seat behind onto the feet in

front. If too narrow a seat, soft, angled or shaped it makes it harder for the body to respond to

the supporting surface and arrange itself in readiness to start the movement. Standing up from a

low seat requires more effort to unfold the body against gravity. Moving the bottom forwards on

the seat, towards the front edge, can help with a better foot placement and also to align the body

over the sit bones (away from the clutches of depth, softness, shape, etc) ready for standing up.

A firm, flat, level surface that is not slippy or grippy for both the seat and the floor provides the

optimal environment for the body’s postural, movement and balance mechanisms to work.

• Time in position

A person’s body, when seated, and accepting the support, for a while, may take a moment to

wake up and have enough muscle tone/connection to move.

• Footwear

o Barefoot

o Footwear

Sloppy/held to foot/too tight

Heel – height/ thickness

Sole – thickness, firmness, grip

Shoe/boot

What is on the feet alters the way the feet behave on the floor. For the foot to work properly it

needs to have the freedom to move within the foot and at the ankle (tight footwear and boots

around the ankle prevent this). Footwear that is sloppy or not held to the foot can cause a

problem by moving unexpectedly, meaning that the base of support is not stable. Stability is also

reduced as the base of support reduces with increased height and slenderness of the heel. If the

sole is thick or soft/e.g. gel in trainers it reduces the proprioceptive feedback from the floor

requiring the balance mechanisms to work harder.



• Moving e.g. bus/train

• Inside/outside

o Wind

o Temperature

Other environmental factors also influence movements between sitting and standing. The

temperature of the surroundings affects the muscles ability to work effectively, especially when

cold. Usually the forces affecting the body during movement are from within and from vertically

above by gravity. When there is wind or the seat is moving, as it would be on transport, the body

also needs to counteract other forces which may not be consistent in strength and/or direction

in order to maintain balance over the base of support, when sitting and standing and moving

between them.

Given all these variables it is easy to see why FM would say that chair work is not about getting

out of the chair in a specific way. The body needs to be able to adapt to the variables and to

change intention e.g. sit back down if starting to stand, if it is to be effective in achieving its goal.

Having a specific way suggests that there is one way of moving that is used for every instance of

that activity occurring, and, as indicated above, that would not work. A person cannot rise from

tall stool in the same manner they would from a low soft settee. The Alexander Technique

enables a person to learn to use their body effectively in responding to what is required rather

than having a fixed habitual pattern.

The majority of time in my AT lessons is spent on chair work. A firm seat, usually a dining chair,

is used on a flat, even, level floor. My body is continually changing throughout a lesson as the

teacher draws to my attention areas that are e.g. fixed/held/collapsed/not alive/not free to

move.

Whether starting in sitting or standing, the teacher takes time to enable a better connection with

the supporting surface/s. I am encouraged to use thoughts of space and expansion, up and in all

directions, to allow my body to find the where it wants to be, rather than trying to put it in a

position (especially the head, neck and back), and to have freedom and the potential to move

throughout my body. In sitting, at times, they may work with me resting on the back of the chair

but usually I am more forward on the seat.

Before standing up from the chair, sometimes the teacher will move my legs; supporting the

thigh the lower leg is allowed to dangle from the knee, as the thigh is lowered the foot comes to a

natural position, resting on the floor. Usually my feet are hip width apart and sometimes they

are more forwards which requires me to lean further forwards to enable my weight to be over my

feet as I leave the chair

Different teachers work in slightly different ways in where they put their hands during sit to

stand to sit and some give more verbal instruction than others. I guess this is partly dictated by

what needs to change or where my attention needs to be.

Biomechanically the movement between sitting and standing requires the head, neck and back

to maintain length and width. The movement of the body forwards and backwards over the legs

should occur at the hip joints. As a person stands up, leading with the head, moving forward

initially (thinking directions), bending at the hips, the body weight is transferred from the

bottom on the seat to the feet. When sitting down the thoughts should still be up but allow the

body to move down in space until the bottom contacts the seat, then the weight/centre of gravity

can move backwards to accept the support of the seat. Apart from when the bottom is in contact

with the seat the weight (centre of gravity) is taken through the feet. The hips, knees and ankles



bend allowing the legs to concertina to raise/lower between standing and sitting. For this to

happen effectively the knees have to be free to move forward/backwards over the feet which

requires freedom at the ankles and release of excessive tension in the hips and lower back. The

movement should not be jerky with lurches forward onto the feet, thrusts from the legs or falling

onto the seat when returning to sitting. It should be a smooth transition.

Going well is when the smooth transition occurs, the body appears to pour; flow from one to the

other, with a lively connection between the supporting surfaces through all parts of the body.

The torso should not appear heavy, like a sack of potatoes, being moved up and down by the

thrusting pistons of legs. There is an ease of movement. When I feel I am going well it feels

effortless, and I almost find myself in the other position without noticing the movement because

it has not been interrupted by the in-coordination of something of which I have been made

aware. My awareness of these issues is gradually improving and it sometimes feels as if when

one has changed another is noticed. It hasn’t just appeared; the previous needed to be addressed

before the next becomes apparent and ready to be changed. This learning will continue.

To break my habits of movement the teachers vary how I move between sitting and standing.

Some include elements of rotation either by turning the neck or the body. I have not worked

with my feet wide apart; I understand this is sometimes used with a more vertical body position.

The incline of my torso varies as does the speed of movement and they also use a change in

direction.

All of the teachers use positions part way between which I am going to refer to as semi-flexion

but is more familiarly called monkey. This provides a position of mechanical advantage in which

someone can learn to keep the back lengthened and widened in varying degrees of

flexion/extension at the hips/knees/ankles. Semi-flexion, unlike semi-supine which is lying on

the back with the legs bent, has advantages:-

• The teacher can easily use their hands on the back

• The body is working against gravity and thereby gaining strength

• Can readily move to change degree of semi-flexion or to stand up or sit down

Sit to stand to sit, broken down, is many positions of semi-flexion. Every one normally

throughout their daily activities stands up from or sits down on a seat many times. Using this as

part of teaching helps to access habits and change movement patterns which will then be

employed through the day and enable further learning and change to take place.

When moving between sitting and standing both in myself and watching teachers working with

others I can observe when it is not going well, e.g. when someone is pulling down, shortening at

the back of the neck, narrowing the back, in an effort to stand. The teacher moves their hands

and alters the way the movement is performed (angle of rising/descending, position of

semi-flexion they pause the movement, speed, adding rotation, moving back before going

forwards, changing foot position, etc) so that the student doesn’t become used to a particular

way of moving and replace one habit with another i.e. learn a specific way.

In short sit to stand to sit is used to enable people to learn how to integrate posture, movement

and mechanisms into everyday movement so that they are able to go well, function with more

ease and not have specific ways of moving but are able to adapt to what is required.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I am training to be a teacher. But I can share some observations:



Sit-to-stand can seem to me as much an easy and fluid movement (going well) as a difficult one

with losses of balance (especially when trying to keep the trunk vertical as much as possible). I

have observed these differences with either other students or my teachers. I also noticed that the

chair seemed to move backwards during the sit-to stand. Intuitively, I realised that the centre of

mass had to be kept above the feet, but this didn't always seem to be important in the case of a

sit-to stand with the trunk vertical, which could sometimes be very easy and fluid. I also felt

weird having to put my trunk horizontal, much more so than most people and often people tried

to get me up from the chair before I had my full body weight on my feet. This is very

uncomfortable (unless the teacher, compensates for this imbalance). My explanation was that I

had a very low centre of mass. I also noticed that the farther my feet were the more difficult the

sit to stand was. That's why when I read this week's article, many of my questions were

answered. For example if I place my feet away from the chair to stand up, I will sit back down on

the edge of the chair (the chair doesn't move but the natural movement of sitting makes the

gluteus maximally close to the feet so as not to create imbalance). It is the distance (during the

sit to stand and the stand to sit) between the gluteus maximus and the feet that changes and not

the chair that moves away.

A going well movement is a movement that requires little effort and no loss of balance and no

startle. A not going well movement is one in which I lose my balance, my quadriceps work a lot

and my feet and there is a startle.

I would say that sit to stand is about movement and balance. The posture comes into play to

make the result more harmonious. I believe that balance is crucial to all our movements.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I use sit to stand to 'practice' AT in personal practice. My goals...cooperate with my anatomy, do

it without tensing my lower back, making sure my whole body is moveable and that my

head/neck are free and moveable. I definitely vary the speed, but probably not in the way that I

should - in other words, I slow down to work out the 'right' thing to do, but I catch myself and

try to think more globally. When it is not going well, I tighten my lower back and lean my torso

back. I can identify that when I'm doing this, I'm stiffening my lower body.

I don't teach AT yet, but I do work with elderly with falls prevention, and the sit to stand 'Physio'

exercise is part of the program. I try to incorporate AT into this and it is a work in progress! We

work on moveability and getting your centre of gravity over your feet.

I understand that it is so much more than getting out of a chair; it's a way to identify what you

do in movement, to identify the way you use yourself in all kinds of daily activity. In a functional

and practical sense for the people I work with, getting out of a chair is a physical task - and a

difficult one for many. So I think the language around teaching this is really important. I look

forward to being able to teach AT to this group.



I do think - based on Tim's classification from the previous webinar, that it is about all of these

things, but all wrapped into one 'thing'. I look forward to reading the other responses.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As already mentioned, I don't practice AT. As such I had never heard of "sit to stand".

My understanding of this "technique" from what I have read is that it is probably used as a

combination of all three.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I use ‘sit-to-stand’ in most AT lessons, but not all. Particularly with new students, I think it is

very useful as sit-to-stand/stand-to-sit is a simple movement that shows the range of the

student’s habits quite clearly. I find it important to explain how we humans move from standing

to sitting/sitting to standing many times a day, not only when we get up from a chair but when

we stand up after tying our shoes or after getting something from a lower shelf, for example. So,

learning how to move in and out of a chair with more clarity and balance in the body is not only

improving this particular movement but it helps to perform our daily activities with less effort

and more ease.

Depending on the student’s interest and experience, sit-to-stand may not be part of an AT

lesson. With dancers or musicians, I may work more on particular movements that relate to

their performing art. With athletes I may focus on their specific movements and actions. That

said, it is essential to work on ‘basics’ first, especially with those people who are eager to dive

right into their field of interest. It is important to get the students to think of their own body use

before they even touch the instrument, lift the leg or swing the golf club!

To me, sit-to-stand is an excellent tool for:

• Becoming aware of habitual patterns

• Increasing kinaesthetic sense

• Learning to pause and not react to a stimuli

• Understanding one’s own reactions

• Being present with oneself

• Sensing body’s support from underneath

• Finding a balanced and dynamic head-neck-back relationship

• Relating to the back/back space to find better support

• Connecting to oneself (body and mind)

• Enjoying calm and ease while performing a task

I often work 3-dimensionally in the chair work inviting students to turn their head and spiral

their spine when getting in and out of the chair – as this is closer to ‘real life situations’. I also

include working with the arms in more active ways (which we didn’t work on in the training).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I find chair work offers a good way of introducing the AT to new students by giving them an

experience of what it is about. Based on the simple everyday activity of getting in and out of a

chair all the AT principles can be conveyed. Furthermore, there are no fears or ambitions

attached to this action, which makes it a relatively neutral field of experimentation.



Usually, I would invite the student to sit down and stand up a few times, so that I can observe

their postural habits. Consequently, I would guide them, slowing down the movement, thus

allowing them to increase their awareness thus noticing for themselves, what they are doing.

Using the skeleton model and anatomy books, I would introduce some anatomy of which joints

are involved and how they could find their sitting bones. If they realized that they moved

heavily, with stiffness, I might demonstrate myself an easier way of standing up.

We might observe how reacting immediately to the stimulus of please stand up activates the

habitual way of moving and how stopping and refusing to stand leaves one with a choice of

trying to do it differently. I would show how width and length in the body facilitates easier

movement which causes less pressure on joints. Then there could be experiments with doing

width and length and trying the concept of just thinking it, allowing it to happen.

I do suggest they alter their foot position or position on the chair and speed – so that they can

find out how this affects their movement and what starting position is the most efficient for

smooth movement. Also, I often stop them during the movement, so that they sense if they are

in balance and whether they can maintain the position easily or not.

When sit to stand is going well, I notice the absence of stiffness and a fluid movement through

the whole body. It looks harmonious, easy and effortless. When sit to stand is not going well, I

observe the opposite: stiffness, awkward jerky movements, knees being shoved forward,

occasionally arms and hands pressed on thighs for support.

I interprete FM’s quote as chair work providing us with a simple practical activity that allows us

to experiment with our posture, movement, and balance equally. By slowing down this process,

we can recognize and question our general postural behavior and habits of thought. Thus, at

best, chair work ultimately enables us to learn a more efficient way of moving, of thought in

action and of best coping with any given situation in life.

Christina Stahlberger

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Tim and Patrick, no I don't use sit to stand in the conventional Alexandrian sense in lessons.

When sit to stand is going well 'as an activity', the characteristics include forward organised

coordination during the action, i.e. does not stiffen in the back or neck, the timing of the weight

transfers is smooth and continuous, rather than jerky, there is a consistency of bodyweight

support throughout the action over the feet until the weight transfers to the chair, or on the

chair as the weight transfers onto the feet. In a well-coordinated action we may see significant

variation in the pattern or pathway of the movement (turning or spiraling, one foot forward cf

both feet in same orientation etc), while the above characteristics of smooth and continuous

action remain consistent. This means the work helps with 'posture' and balance, but does not

necessarily determine the movement pathway. It actually could be said to overlap really, as

staying in balance means COG over BOS, which might manifest as an altered movement

pathway for a particular student as they master the action.



Each lesson will vary depending on the students current use and movement pathway.

FM said, to paraphrase: its about receiving a stimulus that 'puts you in the wrong' and learning

to deal with it. Or words to that effect. The chairwork, as I understand it, is about dealing with

the stimulus to act (stand up), with the response of coordinating with a new plan rather than just

reacting. This perspective suggests any activity with the characteristic of 'put you in the wrong'

can be used to teach the technique.

However in my experience a skilled teachers hands-on chairwork can be a powerful conditioning

tool where repetition with direction stimulates/establishes an integrated pattern of coordination

(muscle tone) that is substantially altered from the pre-existing or 'normal' pattern, and tends to

be residual through and beyond the lesson. This experience may be stronger and longer lasting

as an involuntary effect than that which people create for themselves under their own volition,

especially for those new to the technique.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As a trainee, I am taught many variations of Sit-to-stand, and we're told that it's not about

getting up out of a chair. That's just one activity that's common to everyone, and it is a good way

to teach access to primary movement. As a teacher, guiding a student, I'd say it's going well if I

am fully engaged with my primary movement, the connection between me and my student goes

"all the way to their hip joints", their entire torso is moving freely with my hands, and the move

to standing and walking in one free movement, with very little instruction (heels down). For me,

getting myself out of a chair, I'd say it's going well if I have no pain in my knees or back, I don't

need to use my hands to push me up, and I make no grunting sounds. I am successful with this if

I take the time to connect with my own primary movement before moving toward standing.

Based on Tim's classification, I'd say that Sit-to-stand involves posture in that a body must have

structural integrity in order to stand, but I don't believe it teaches posture (there's too much

movement). It definitely teaches about primary movement because, as the head leads, the body

follows. Balance is involved, but I don't think the exercise teaches balance, other than that the

head must go up for the body to go up, and if the head is moved forward past the feet, the

legs/feet must move to catch the body. I don't think Sit-to-Stand would be a good way to teach

balance.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I think of the idea of sit to stand as a 'transition' - from being still and supported (by the chair) to

being in motion and only supported by your own use and gravity. This creates a unique

opportunity to learn about and experience what happens to our thought processes and use,

during this transition.

It is very easy to become a direct line thinker and only focus on getting into the chair or getting

out of it (end gaining). I try to draw the students attention to what unhelpful habits may creep in

as a direct response to the stimuli of the 'thought' of getting into or out of the chair.

We have used varied foot position and speed during chair work on my training course. I have

found a wider foot position to be beneficial in highlighting the 'knees forward and away' concept

and also for helping people who are particularly afraid of falling backwards. (Usually older or



less balanced/co-ordinated students.) The wider stance seems to help them feel more secure if

they haven't yet learned how to send the hips back properly in a counter balance to the head and

shoulders coming down and forward in space, as they would when assuming a deep monkey

position to get into the chair. Conversely, using a deep monkey position to take people into and

out of a chair very slowly, is very useful in highlighting the importance of allowing the ankle,

knee and hip joints to work freely together to create the springy stabilising base we need to help

support the spine when moving our bodies closer to the ground in space.

When sit to stand goes well it feels effortless and smooth, there is no jolting or feeling of

hesitation anywhere in the process. It feels as though you are simply guiding a floating ball (the

head) up from a low position to a slightly higher position (if you are the teacher). It feels as

though you could stop the ascent or descent at any point very easily, and complete balance

would be maintained. When it doesn't go well it feels heavy, almost like you are having to push

someone up out of the chair, or they drop into the chair like a stone! You can usually detect a

tensing of the neck muscles beneath your 'driving' hand aswell.

I feel that sit to stand is a combination of teaching posture, movement and balance.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I don't.

***

Why I DON’T Do ‘Chairwork’

Since I don’t use sit-to-stand-to-sit in my teaching, I thought I could write about why I don’t.

Three caveats.

First, I have explored and taught this procedure from 1976 to 1986 – so my decision to stop is

not fickle. Instead, it is based upon extensive observations, analyses and experiments, which

continue today. I love debating this!

Second, I think the conclusions that come from the observation and analysis of the sit-to-stand

movement provide valuable insight into how Alexander’s Discovery influences the postural

support, movement and balance systems.

Third, people are standing up and sitting down every day, so of course, it is valid to explore how

Alexander’s Discovery can have beneficial effects on this everyday activity.

***

Considering my third point above – I wonder how many people in real life actually sit and stand

in the way they are taught in an ‘Alexander-style’ Alexander lesson…

My conclusion? Very few.



In fact, when people use what they have learned in their ‘chairwork’, they often exhibit

stereotyped responses that give away the pedagogical lineage of the teacher who taught them.

Why is that desirable?

Well, I guess it depends on your goal as a teacher.

My goal is not to teach the Alexander Technique – I think the Technique of teaching is fluid and

changing, an evolution that is evident when you consider how much today is different from FM’s

lessons in 1894 - he didn’t even use his hands!

Honestly, I don’t care much about the Alexander Technique. What I do care about –

passionately – is the discovery that FM made about how the postural coordination of

head/spinal motion calibrates all the other systems: including, but not limited by, the movement

and balance systems.

(BTW, I never heard mention of the head/spinal relationship so far, which I find odd.)

Going back to ‘chairwork’ - if a student asks me about standing up: I ask them where? What

situation?

No two standing ups are ever the same.

Isn’t the context within which a student is standing up - or sitting down - relevant for the

coordination of their movement? Or is our plan to divorce the movement from real life and

instead make them a subject in our experimental laboratory? I think you can follow both

approaches, but after 10 years of the former, I frankly got sick of it. I opted to follow the latter

strategy because it was more fun to explore.

If you decide to follow the context approach, then you need to gather more information from

your student:

Are they speaking to someone as they stand up?

Are they onstage, about to sit at the piano?

Are they getting up to leave a meeting from a long conference table?

Are they going to sit down outside on uneven ground?

Are they on a subway train, and their feet can not reach the floor?



My goal as a teacher is to assist my student in understanding how to apply Alexander’s

Discovery to their everyday activities. It doesn’t matter what that activity is. Pedagogically, I

want to counter what FM correctly observed when he remarked:

They will all see it as getting in and out of the chair in the right way. It is nothing of the sort.

Frankly, FM has only himself to blame for people seeing it this way.

If every lesson you are teaching asks them to consider aspects of getting in and out of a chair, I

think it is reasonable for the student to believe that they are being taught how to do this

movement. Actually, this phenomenon happens even if you avoid teaching ‘chairwork’ and focus

instead on the ‘activity’ approach to lessons…

Students – and sometimes teachers – often fall into what I call identity confusion on the role of

the Alexscovery teacher.

Singers think of you as a ‘singing teacher’ because their singing improves after lessons. People

with back pain consider you a ‘therapist’ because their back pain is relieved. Seekers think you

teach advanced ‘mindfulness’ because they feel ontologically transformed after their lesson. And

so on and so on – students don’t understand, or rather, as FM pointed out – they actively

misunderstand.

The antidote to ‘identity confusion’ is to recognise your responsibility to ensure your student

attends to their head/spinal motion as they do whatever they want to do. This commitment will

ensure that you behave appropriately as an Alexander professional ethically, morally and legally.

This is how I advise my trainees in Japan.

My pedagogical strategy to counter ‘identity confusion’ in students is to ask them to be

responsible for deciding what they want to explore in their lesson. Sometimes that will be about

standing up, but most often, it is not. Lessons are a ‘think tank’ in exploring how we – teacher

and student together - can apply Alexander’s Discovery to their novel situation.

In this way, I avoid giving the impression I am teaching them how to do any movement. Instead,

I encourage them to understand the process, which they can apply to anything they want to do.

This is one crucial reason why I no longer offer chairwork in my teaching.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I don't.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I’ve only started training in the last year so am discussing this as a student not a teacher.

The two teachers I’ve had over the last three years (prior to starting my training) have both used

sit-to-stand but one of them uses it almost exclusively and they use it in different ways. Both

these teachers are now teaching me in the training course. With the teacher who uses it almost

exclusively I have found it an extremely helpful method of learning new ‘use’. It has sometimes



been combined with a more active approach to the application of pressure in areas which are

particularly tight, rigid or fixed. Overall, this teacher’s use of sit-to-stand has helped to begin

significant release of fixed muscular and postural habits. This may be a stage in the development

of my own changes in ‘use’ but, at the moment I am finding that sit-to-stand is the most useful

activity in ‘turns’ from teachers. There are many areas of my body which seem to need real

change from held muscular habits and positions but improving ‘use’ in my back is key to starting

change in these other areas and sit-to-stand is significantly impacting that.

Re FM’s quote, I think I understand that remark. What I’m learning from it is a different way of

moving, using my muscles and weight in a different way, this is relevant for many other ways of

moving.

I think that my current experience of sit-to-stand is that it’s mostly about movement but that

balance is also relevant. When my feet are further away from the chair I am still able to stand up

when guided by a teacher so there is a noticeable effect on my way of balancing. However, the

main effect I’m aware of is a different way of moving, especially noticeable in my back but also in

my legs.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is not something I use very much. When I do use it, I'm usually looking at what happens at the

"end of the line" so to speak - i.e. where a student ends up when he/she arrives at standing. Very

often they have added something they don't need to feel like they're standing up properly and I

get them to go very, very slowly in the final stages of the movement so I can stop them just short

of the extra stuff they associate with standing up. For example, pushing their torso back and hips

forward, a very common pattern.

I also use it to show students how, after they arrive at the chair, they may "sit down twice" so to

speak and work with exploring what would happen if they stopped doing that.

I'd say it's about movement and posture primarily.


